After careful consideration with assistance from members of the V-Cat Bibliographic and Interface Committee,
V-Cat Cooperative Circulation Committee and the WVLS Databases Advisory Group, the WVLS ILS Administrator
and ILS Support Specialist recommend V-Cat Council consider Pika or Aspen Discovery as the new V-Cat
Consortium discovery layer product. We value the thoughtful consideration of our membership in selecting a
final product.
Both products are similar and originate from the open source discovery product VuFind. The WVLS ILS
Administrator and ILS Support Specialist concluded that while Aspen may have superior features, Pika may have
superior support – particularly for libraries using Innovative’s Sierra Integrated Library System.
The V-Cat Council will discuss this report and may vote to select a discovery layer product at the V-Cat Council
meeting on June 3, 2021. Vendors have requested that we not share cost details in publicly shared documents at
this time, however, cost information will be provided to individuals upon request and will be shared at the June
V-Cat Council meeting prior to voting.

(Adapted from the most recent V-Cat Strategic Plan)
V-Cat Council serves a consortium of libraries to optimize user-oriented automated products and support to
enable members to leverage costs, improve services, and facilitate improved communication within the
context of the larger Wisconsin library network.
Statements of V-Cat Council Vision:
FOCUS ON THE USER
V-Cat focuses on services and technologies that directly benefit the end user.
• Continue to expand access to the depth and richness of resources available for the user.
• Create a responsive environment through a combined suite of services and utilities. The
common system will provide comprehensive discovery of books, articles, and digital assets.
• Ensure that planning for a future ILS focuses on user behavior and needs.
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
V-Cat embraces innovative technologies to serve member libraries, and provide them in the most costeffective manner. The consortium is flexible and capitalizes on the rapidly changing technological
environment.
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First, WVLS ILS Administrator and ILS Support Specialist, with assistance from members of the V-Cat
Bibliographic and Interface Committee, V-Cat Cooperative Circulation Committee and the WVLS Databases
Advisory Group, identified desired functionality in a discovery layer.
Then, WVLS ILS Administrator and ILS Support Specialist along with select committee and advisory group
members conducted a survey of V-Cat library users to evaluate users’ experience with the classic V-Cat
online catalog and the current EBSCO Discovery Service product. This survey was used to identify search and
discovery functions desired by library users.
Simultaneously, WVLS ILS Administrator and ILS Support Specialist researched many discovery products on
the market for public libraries with the following key points in mind:
• Designed for the needs of public libraries and their users
• Compatible with Sierra and multiple other ILS/LSP platforms
• A full-fledged discover layer – not merely a catalog enhancement
• Currently in use with library consortia
WVLS ILS Administrator and ILS Support Specialist identified three products of interest: Aspen, Bibliocore,
and Pika. In late 2020 all member libraries were invited to attend demonstrations for the three products.
Following the demonstrations, recordings of the demonstrations and additional information was provided to
V-Cat Committee and WVLS Database Advisory Group members. Much of this information is included in
Appendix A.
At a Discovery Layer Advisory meeting in January 2021 staff from V-Cat member libraries shared their
feedback on each discovery layer. Notes from the meeting are included in Appendix B. It became clear
during the meeting that Aspen and Pika were the desirable products for most V-Cat libraries.
Prior to making the above recommendation, WVLS ILS Administrator and ILS Support Specialist further
considered each discovery layer and the desired functionality expressed by library users and library staff. To
assist with the decision making process, WVLS staff compiled a Summary of Features, Evaluation Matrix and
noted Other Factors to Consider.

WVLS staff asked each vendor for information about specific functionality in Aspen and Pika. See Appendix C
for their responses.
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WVLS ILS Administrator and ILS Support Specialist used the desired functionality expressed in the staff
questionnaire and the library user survey to develop an evaluation matrix to rate features and functionality
for the products.

Administration and Staff Use

89%

96%

Enriched Content & EContent Integration

86%

97%

Searching

83%

86%

Sharing

100%

100%

User Experience

83%

87%

Patron specified features

88%

90%

Total Overall

88%

93%

The full evaluation matrix and scoring is available in Appendix D.

Many of these factors are detailed in responses received from Pika and Aspen. Responses from each
discovery product are included in Appendix E.

The WVLS ILS Administrator and ILS Support Specialist staff highly value collaboration with other
libraries in Wisconsin and around the world who use the same products and services.
Pika operates as a consortium and is not a for-profit business. They have quarterly Discovery Committee
meetings to discuss and vote on which developments to pursue. Developments are frequently the result
of member requests. If V-Cat chooses Pika as a discovery layer, it will join a community of libraries using
Pika. A Discovery Committee mailing group exists for members to ask questions of the larger group and
share information. Additionally, the Northern Waters Library System (our neighbors to the northwest)
implemented Pika earlier this year.
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Aspen was formed when the current lead developer left Pika to run his own company, Turning Leaf
Technologies, which was later merged with Bywater Solutions. Aspen has monthly gatherings where
users can discuss developments, ask questions, and share information. A slack community and email list
serve exist for Aspen users to ask questions and share information. Currently, no other libraries in
Wisconsin are using Aspen Discovery, and no other libraries are using both Sierra and Aspen Discovery.

Pika’s responsiveness and thoughtfulness has been superior during the evaluation process and the Pika
discovery layer is custom tailored to work with Sierra. If V-Cat Council chooses to stay with Sierra over
the long term, Pika could be a good fit for our consortium. Pika is also compatible with the following
Integrated Library Systems: Sierra, Horizon, Symphony, CarlX, and Koha. Pika supports 8 library or
consortium administrators with 1.5 Full time equivalent support staff. A ratio of one support staff for
every 5.3 implementations. Occasionally Pika development staff also assist with support. Pika is
particularly well suited to work with Sierra, which tends to make Pika implementations for Sierra
libraries more streamlined.
Tickets can be submitted for bugs, development requests, and questions about Pika. WVLS ILS
Administrator and ILS Support Specialist have full confidence in Pika. If our experiences with Pika to date
are indicative of their service and support, we have full confidence our service needs will be met and we
will be very satisfied. The Pika Discovery Support Coordinator triages emails and submits issues to the
development team and offers on-demand training as needed and an extensive amount of information is
available on the Pika documentation and training page.
Aspen offers weekly articles and lunch and learn webinars as well as monthly gatherings. WVLS ILS
Administrator and ILS Support Specialist have concerns about Aspen’s support for libraries using the
Sierra Integrated Library System. Although Aspen has done implementations with a variety of Integrated
Library Systems, no other libraries using Sierra currently use Aspen. Aspen is compatible with Koha,
Symphony, CarlX, Horizon, Sierra, and Polaris. From recent release notes it appears that Aspen is actively
supporting Koha, Symphony, Polaris. Although three libraries have begun using Aspen with Sierra, they
migrated to Koha shortly thereafter.
WVLS staff have some concern that V-Cat may find areas of reduced functionality using Aspen with
Sierra. When asked, Aspen let us know that few updates are needed for Sierra integration because
Aspen is branched from Pika. As more libraries use Sierra with Aspen, they will be updating the
functionality as needed and will work with libraries to ensure that any of their unique configurations are
handled within Aspen.
Aspen has many online resources for administrators and staff, including a help and documentation page
and a training page. A ticketing system is available for requesting additional support. Aspen supports 19
library or consortium administrators and the libraries they serve with approximately 2 full time
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equivalent support staff, and development staff assist with support as needed. A ratio of one support
staff for every 9.5 implementations.

Pika’s current and recent projects for 2021 are detailed in the Pika roadmap. Quarterly product releases
feature a number of enhancements as provided and prioritized by consortium member libraries. The
next upcoming release, which will be deployed on June 1st, includes feature improvements to the robust
Sierra API integration, search functionality, user lists, and admin configuration. The March 2021 release
included enhancements and improvements to the display of eContent formats, handling for Overdrive
Magazines (via a robust API integration), and user lists, among other work. More recently, Pika also
completed a wide-scale overhaul of grouping functionality. Pika supports 8 library or consortium
administrators with approximately 2.25 full time equivalent development staff. A ratio of one developer
for every 3.6 implementations.
Both Aspen and Pika are working on projects to support the FOLIO open source ILS project for public
library use.
Aspen has some features that are not available with Pika. Aspen offers placards which allow libraries to
promote online databases and events relevant to their users’ searches. The placards can be customized
to display in search results when a patron uses related search terms. Aspen offers the ability to pull
cover images from a variety of no-cost sources including Google Books, Amazon, Open Library and
Online Movie Database. Aspen also allows libraries to fully customize their individual Aspen landing
pages including blog-like posts, library hours, events and more. Aspen has an EBSCO Discovery Service
(EDS) integration, while Pika offers a less desirable basic search for EDS resources. The Aspen roadmap
details projects on the horizon, including EBSCOhost integration, which could possibly integrate
Badgerlink resources without the need for EDS. Also on the horizon is a mobile app currently in available
for beta testing. Aspen supports 19 implementations with approximately 2 full time equivalent
development staff, who also assist with support as needed. A ratio of one developer for every 8.5
implementations.

Both Aspen and Pika are very customizable and offer custom solutions for the entire consortium as well
as individual pages for each library, if desired.
Pika offers the ability for libraries to apply custom CSS built directly into the configuration pages, so it’s
straightforward and easily accessible.
Aspen did not provide further details about the ability of libraries to apply custom code into the
configuration pages.
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Detailed price information will be provided at the V-Cat meeting and is available to individuals by
request.
Aspen is very competitive on price. Prices given are for implementation and the first year. It is expected
that Aspen’s annual renewal will increase at approximately a 3% a year. Although a minimal annual
increase has been indicted, without a multi-year contract the year-to-year price fluctuations are
somewhat uncertain.
Pika requires a three-year contract with an increase of approximately 14.5% for the second year and
12.5% for the third year. This would provide security for V-Cat Budgeting, as costs will be fixed over
multiple years. WVLS staff approached Pika with a request for the best offer they could provide for VCat.
Both Aspen and Pika have agreed to allow a reduced rate should membership in the V-Cat Consortium
change.

Please note that these dates are subject to change, but are accurate at the time this report was created.
Aspen is available for implementation in the fourth quarter of 2021 or in 2022.
Pika is available for implementation in the first or second quarter of 2022.

Given the V-Cat Council commitment to focus on improving the library user experience while providing
innovative technologies in the most cost-effective manner, it is recommended that V-Cat Council choose
Aspen as a new discovery layer product.
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Website: https://bywatersolutions.com/projects/aspen-discovery
Demo link: https://youtu.be/iVb_cJ58Jrg
(Note: this is a generic demo. The original recording of Aspen’s demo with V-Cat is no longer available)
Migration Information: https://aspen.bywatersolutions.com/project/aspen-migrating
Libraries using Aspen: https://bywatersolutions.com/about-us/library-partners/#aspen
An Aspen Discovery test site is available here. Please contact the WVLS ILS Administrator for login
information.

Website: https://marmot.org/pika-discovery/about-pika
Demo link: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1p8ijXxFdQTz-gzE___XqG-5AXDVKiLoT/view
Pika Discovery Partners:
https://www.marmot.org/member_libraries?field_membership_options_tid%5B%5D=2
All libraries using Pika:
https://www.marmot.org/member_libraries?field_membership_options_tid%5B%5D=2&field_members
hip_options_tid%5B%5D=1
One of the many things that makes Pika unique is that it is developed by a consortium of libraries
working together. The Pika Governance document provides a description of Pika's support,
evaluation/planning, and development/release processes.
The consortium works hard to make sure development activities are transparent and memberdriven. The Membership policies and Discovery Partner expectations provide more information about
commitments and implementation processes.
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Meeting Attendance: D. Frandrup (Antigo), M. Pregler(Antigo), S. Maerz (Merrill), D. Kiefer (Merrill), T. Blomberg (Rib
Lake), C. Oelrich (Rhinelander), K. Metzke (Greenwood), A. Puestow (Tomahawk), H. O’Hare (Tomahawk), E. Brewster
(Three Lakes), A. Hamland (WVLS), R. Metzler (WVLS), K. Zimmermann (WVLS)

Please note that the absence of a feature in the ‘strengths’ listing is not an indication that a feature does not exist, only
that it was not discussed as a standout feature. Likewise the absence of a feature in the ‘weaknesses’ listing is not an
indication that the weakness is unique to that discovery product.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clean design – easy to navigate interface
New items lists are on the front page
NYT Bestseller lists (API)
Able to pay fines in the discovery layer as well as
other user account features in an intuitive way
Very easy to refine searches
Search showed formats and what is currently
available in an easy to see way
Feels similar to V-Cat Classic Catalog, but with more
features
Placard at the top of the search results can be used
to promote events and other resources not in V-Cat
catalog (this is customizable by keyword terms).
Has an API for Overdrive
Patron initiated linked accounts for sharing account
information
More like this recommendations
Users can save search history
Reading history is opt in and includes Overdrive
Titles
Cover images can come from free or subscription
sources including Syndetics Classic, Content Café,
Google Books, Amazon and OMDB
Additional optional APIs are available: Accelerated
Reader, Wikipedia, DPLA, Open Archive
All features are included – no additional costs for
add on services
Very customizable
Can index individual library websites and include
content in the search results.

•
•

•
•
•
•

Does not enhance discovery as EDS does by
integrating more databases outside of the V-Cat
Catalog
EDS integration is needed to search databases
outside of the V-Cat catalog. EDS integration is in
beta testing.
Post meeting update: EDS integration is now
available.
A Novelist Select subscription is required for
series display functionality
No other libraries are currently using both Sierra
and Aspen
No other WI library systems are currently using
Aspen
Aspen does not have a Gale Courses API
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Possible confusion about linked accounts (Linked accounts in the online catalog are distinct/separate from
Sierra’s linked accounts)
Is a separate paypal/ecommerce account/fee required to enable payment within the discovery layer?
Post meeting update: Aspen indicated that a separate paypal/ecommerce account is not necessary.
Are linked accounts able to see each other’s fines?
Post meeting update: Aspen indicated that yes, linked accounts can see each other’s fines reading history
(forward from the date of linking) and items checked out.
Is Aspen able to send an alert to patrons when their account is up for renewal? (What is the advance notice
option?)
Aspen is a new product – only two years old
Bywater – the company that manages Aspen – may push us to leave Sierra for Koha, or be reluctant to work
with Innovative to find solutions when issues arise.

Aspen implementation takes 9-12 weeks
Ebscohost API is in development to allow access to EBSCOhost databases in the discovery layer without EDS integration.
Ability to “block” Patron reviews from public view based on banned words lists
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

While you wait features when placing items on hold
Novelist Select or Library Thing for recommended
readalikes
Keyword searches trigger curated lists shared
across all Bibliocore libraries (these lists and
keywords are not customizable)
Ability to place holds on Overdrive titles without
leaving the discovery layer
Easy to navigate
Content is created by a community of all Bibliocore
libraries and users – booklists already created by
others are shared and V-Cat libraries and users will
also be able to create and share
Easy to integrate booklists into websites
Mobile friendly product

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Additional cost for fine payment service
Additional cost for cover art – Syndetics or
Content Café.
Must create a user account separate from library
card number/pin to place holds or “use” the
system
Series search relies solely on MARC data
Overdrive titles do not appear in reading history
Not a very customizable product – and the
company may not be receptive to suggested
changes
Individual library themed pages cost extra
Extra cost to allow individual location limiters to
only show items the library owns or holdable
items in the collection
New titles lists will show content across
consortium if the individual location limiters are
not in place
Clicking download for digital items downloads on
the active device and there is not an option to
deliver to other device
Reviews are shared across all Bibliocore users and
are not local only
Few database integration options

Privacy concerns due to social media integration and some public by default settings
Shelf/lists are public by default
There is very little control over review content (A centralized review process occurs after 3 complaints about a
single review. Decisions are final and reviews are not reconsidered a second time.)
Cost of customization for individual library themed pages and collection views

May possibly have the ability to offer a research drop down or link out to other resources
Integration takes 6 months
IFLS library system is using Bibliocore and would be able to partner with for tutorials, troubleshooting and
implementation.
Post meeting update: OWLSNet will be adding Bibliocore Discovery layer in 2021.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good FRBR Record Grouping -matching records are
grouped by author, title, language, type
Browse Lists can be made and shared: staff
picks/lists, book clubs, individual users
Overdrive API integration
Carousel links for websites available and will go
directly to catalog
Can sideload Gale Courses
Series suggestion “others in this series”
Customizable pages by library (Note this does not
cost more)
Designed by library directors and staff
Pika’s website embed design is really good
Uses Sierra’s loan rules to limit the “new” and
“holdable” items patrons see to locally holdable
items
A consortium of members and not a for-profit
company
member driven and values member participation
for product improvements
Partial novelist subscription is included to power
series information
Reading history is opt in and includes overdrive
titles
Users can delete individual items from their reading
history list
Bento-box look and design
Possible to offer a resources link out to other
databases such as WISCAT or Badgerlink
Very customizable
User initiated linked accounts

•
•
•

Fewer APIs currently available than Aspen
Does not enhance discovery as EDS does by
integrating more databases outside of the V-Cat
Catalog.
EDS search bento box exists, but does not have
full functionality

Possible concern over confusion of linked accounts on Pika not being the same as linked accounts on Sierra

Northern Waters Library System is implementing Pika second quarter 2021 and would be able to partner with
implementation, troubleshooting and tutorials.
Implementation takes 3 months

After the individual product discussions, those in attendance was asked to vote for 2 preferred layer choices:
Aspen: 9 votes
Bibliocore: 1 vote
Pika: 9 votes
Other discovery layers not yet reviewed: 1
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Easy to identify a wide
variety of different
formats (book, large print
book, CD audiobook,
digital audiobook etc.)
Multiple formats of a title
grouped together in
search results. (FrBRization of records)
Mobile app available
Responsive, mobile
friendly interface

Add-On Product

Available via Custom
Development (by WVLS)

x

development
In
via Custom
Available
Development (by
vendor)

Clear indication of which
resources are physical or
digital

No – Not Part of the
Current Base Software

Feature

Yes – Part of the Current
Base Software

Appendix C - Summary of Features - Aspen

Notes: (cost of add-on,
expected release date,
functionality details etc.)

x

x
x
x

User adjustable font size
across all platforms
(including mobile)
x
ADA/WCAG21
compliant keyboard
navigation
ADA/WCAG21 Most
text and images of text
has a contrast ratio of at
x
least 7:1
ADA/WCAG21 Most text
can be resized without
assistive technology up to
200 percent without loss
of content or
x
functionality.

it's adjustable via
browser, we don't
have anything built in
like pick-a-font-size.
Staff can customize
font size for the
discovery in
administration

x
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Ability to renew items (all,
or selected) within the
Discovery Product
Easy visible link to classic
catalog
Pay account fines within
the Discovery Product
Place holds within the
Discovery Product
Integrated help features
with video tutorials
User List sharing is opt in
(defaults to private)
User Reading history is
available
User Reading history is opt
in (defaults to do not
save)
Users can create lists

Add-On Product

Available via Custom
Development (by WVLS)

development
In
via Custom
Available
Development (by
vendor)

No – Not Part of the
Current Base Software

Feature

Yes – Part of the Current
Base Software

Appendix C - Summary of Features - Aspen

Notes: (cost of add-on,
expected release date,
functionality details etc.)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Users can give star ratings x
Users can link accounts
(independent from staff
interface)
x
Users can share reviews x
Ability to email folders
lists

x

You can email a list to
yourself or any other
individual

x

You can generate APA,
Chicago/Turabian Humanities,
Chicago/Turabian Author Date and MLA
citation format.

Formatted citation display
and/or export

Integration with social
networking sites
Social share buttons

x
x
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User accounts allow
storing of searches and
lists
Recommendations for
other items of interest

Add-On Product

Available via Custom
Development (by WVLS)

development
In
via Custom
Available
Development (by
vendor)

No – Not Part of the
Current Base Software

Feature

Yes – Part of the Current
Base Software

Appendix C - Summary of Features - Aspen

Notes: (cost of add-on,
expected release date,
functionality details etc.)

x
x

Ability to search by series x
Able to select multiple
facets for
x
searching/filtering
Advanced Search allows
x
for boolean Searching
Browse all recently added
materials (physical and
digital) within a date range
or auto generated list
Browse by call number
Facets for
searching/filtering/sorting
: Author
Facets for
searching/Filtering/Sorting
: Call number
Facets for
searching/Filtering/Sorting
: Date added (Month, Year
etc.)
Facets for
searching/Filtering/Sorting
: Date of publication
(Month, Year etc.)
Facets for
searching/filtering/Sorting
: Popularity
Facets for
searching/Filtering/Sorting
: Rating

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Facets for
searching/filtering/sorting
: Title
Facets for
searching/filtering:
Availability for checkout
Facets for
searching/filtering:
Accelerated Reader
Facets for
searching/filtering:
Available now
Facets for
searching/filtering:
Content Type
Facets for
searching/filtering:
Database/Content
Provider
Facets for
searching/filtering: Fiction
or Nonfiction
Facets for
searching/filtering: Format
(Audiobook, DVD, Book,
ebook, digital audio,
online article etc.)
Facets for
searching/Filtering: Full
Text Articles
Facets for
searching/filtering:
Language
Facets for
searching/filtering: Lexile
Facets for
searching/filtering: Library
(that owns an item)

Add-On Product

Available via Custom
Development (by WVLS)

development
In
via Custom
Available
Development (by
vendor)

No – Not Part of the
Current Base Software

Feature

Yes – Part of the Current
Base Software

Appendix C - Summary of Features - Aspen

Notes: (cost of add-on,
expected release date,
functionality details etc.)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
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Facets for
searching/filtering: limit
results to digital items
Facets for
searching/filtering: Limit
results to physical
material
Facets for
searching/filtering:
Subject headings
Phrase/Proximity
Searching
Search box offers
autocomplete suggestions
Search results default to
sort by relevancy ranking
Search/filter by
audience
(Adult/Children/Teen)

Searching suggestions for
related topics
Simple search box on
every page that defaults
to keyword
Single search box for
searching all digital items
and physical materials
Spell check or "did you
mean" suggestions
Stems/Truncation/Wildcar
ds
Ability to display series
titles in order

Add-On Product

Available via Custom
Development (by WVLS)

development
In
via Custom
Available
Development (by
vendor)

No – Not Part of the
Current Base Software

Feature

Yes – Part of the Current
Base Software

Appendix C - Summary of Features - Aspen

Notes: (cost of add-on,
expected release date,
functionality details etc.)

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

Yes you can use the
advanced search to
filter and facets to
limit

x

explore more options
available after the 2
search result

x

x
x
x

* is wildcard

x
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Add-On Product

Available via Custom
Development (by WVLS)

development
In
via Custom
Available
Development (by
vendor)

No – Not Part of the
Current Base Software

Feature

Yes – Part of the Current
Base Software

Appendix C - Summary of Features - Aspen

Notes: (cost of add-on,
expected release date,
functionality details etc.)

Ability to recommend
relevant online resources
available outside the
catalog based on search
x
terms
Ability to create persistent
links to a saved search or
search results
Able to highlight new
physical materials
independently of new
digital materials
Auto generated featured
lists available
Automatically highlight
new digital content
Persistent folders/lists
Persistent links to
individual titles available
Compatible with Baker
and Taylor's Content Café
Compatible with multiple
ILS vendors/platforms
Compatible with Novelist
for enriched content
Compatible with
ProQuest Syndetics
Classic or Unbound
Featured lists carousels
can easily be integrated
on library webpages
Featured lists links can be
integrated into specific
records
Individual library branding

x

x
yes for New York times
(API)

x

browse categories

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

Classic is available
and unbound is in
development.

x

x
x
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Add-On Product

Available via Custom
Development (by WVLS)

development
In
via Custom
Available
Development (by
vendor)

No – Not Part of the
Current Base Software

Feature

Yes – Part of the Current
Base Software

Appendix C - Summary of Features - Aspen

Notes: (cost of add-on,
expected release date,
functionality details etc.)

Multiple levels of accounts
for
administration/content
creation for staff
x
RSS feeds allow
subscriptions to lists
Simple list creation for
staff.
x
Staff can create featured
lists
x
Staff can create blog posts x

Staff can moderate
reviews
Staff can view full MARC
record in discovery layer x
Staff reviews can be
integrated into records (or
linked within records)
x

x

Aspen used to allow for
moderation of reviews,
then was changed
based on feedback
from staff to include
stop words that would
not be visible on
discovery (that includes
about 1,000) which
staff can contribute to.
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Clear indication of which
resources are physical or digital

Add-On Product

Available via Custom
Development (by WVLS)

Available via Custom
Development (by vendor)

In development

Notes: (cost of add-on,
expected release date,
functionality details etc.)

x

Easy to identify a wide variety
of different formats (book,
large print book, CD audiobook,
digital audiobook etc.)
x
Multiple formats of a title
grouped together in search
results. (FrBR-ization of
x
records)
Mobile app available
Responsive, mobile friendly
x
interface
User adjustable font size across
all platforms (including mobile)
ADA/WCAG21 compliant
keyboard navigation
ADA/WCAG21 Most text and
images of text has a contrast
ratio of at least 7:1
ADA/WCAG21 Most text can be
resized without assistive
technology up to 200 percent
without loss of content or
functionality.
Ability to renew items (all, or
selected) within the Discovery
Product
Easy visible link to classic
catalog
Pay account fines within the
Discovery Product
Place holds within the
Discovery Product
Integrated help features with
video tutorials

No – Not Part of the
Current Base Software

Feature

Yes – Part of the Current
Base Software

Appendix C - Summary of Features - Pika

x

x

Font size adjustment
depends upon browser.

x
typically compliant, but
based on libraries' local
choices for theming

x

x

x
x
x

Can supply custom
links in Pika
Can see account
information and link to

x
x
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User List sharing is opt in
(defaults to private)
User Reading history is
available
User Reading history is opt in
(defaults to do not save)
Users can create lists
Users can give star ratings
Users can link accounts
(independent from staff
interface)
Users can share reviews
Ability to email folders lists
Formatted citation display
and/or export

Add-On Product

Available via Custom
Development (by WVLS)

Available via Custom
Development (by vendor)

In development

Notes: (cost of add-on,
expected release date,
functionality details etc.)

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
Citations are available,
though not currently
using current (2021)

x

Integration with social
networking sites

Social share buttons
User accounts allow storing of
searches and lists
Recommendations for other
items of interest
Ability to search by series
Able to select multiple facets
for searching/filtering
Advanced Search allows for
Boolean searching
Browse all recently added
materials (physical and digital)
within a date range or auto
generated list
Browse by call number
Facets for
searching/filtering/sorting:
Author

No – Not Part of the
Current Base Software

Feature

Yes – Part of the Current
Base Software
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x
Can share list or title on
facebook, twitter, or
pinterest. Currently

x
x
x
x
x

both

x

x
x

x

limiter, filter, sort
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Facets for
searching/Filtering/Sorting:
Date of publication (Month,
Year etc.)
Facets for
searching/filtering/Sorting:
Popularity
Facets for
searching/Filtering/Sorting:
Rating
Facets for
searching/filtering/sorting: Title
Facets for searching/filtering:
Availability for checkout
Facets for searching/filtering:
Accelerated Reader
Facets for searching/filtering:
Available now
Facets for searching/filtering:
Content Type
Facets for searching/filtering:
Database/Content Provider
Facets for searching/filtering:
Fiction or Nonfiction
Facets for searching/filtering:
Format (Audiobook, DVD, Book,
ebook, digital audio, online
article etc.)
Facets for searching/Filtering:
Full Text Articles
Facets for searching/filtering:
Language

Add-On Product

Available via Custom
Development (by WVLS)

Available via Custom
Development (by vendor)

Notes: (cost of add-on,
expected release date,
functionality details etc.)

LC filter, limiter for
general call number in
advanced search

Facets for
searching/Filtering/Sorting: Call
x
number
Facets for
searching/Filtering/Sorting:
Date added (Month, Year etc.)

In development

No – Not Part of the
Current Base Software

Feature

Yes – Part of the Current
Base Software
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x

filter, sort

x

filter, sort

x

sort

x

filter

x

sort, limiter

x

limiter, filter

x

filter

x

filter

x

filter

x

filter

x

filter

x

filter
x

x

filter and a grouping
mechanism
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Facets for searching/filtering:
Lexile
Facets for searching/filtering:
Library (that owns an item)
Facets for searching/filtering:
limit results to digital items
Facets for searching/filtering:
Limit results to physical
material
Facets for searching/filtering:
Subject headings
Phrase/Proximity Searching
Search box offers autocomplete
suggestions
Search results default to sort by
relevancy ranking
Search/filter by audience
(Adult/Children/Teen)
Searching suggestions for
related topics
Simple search box on every
page that defaults to keyword
Single search box for searching
all digital items and physical
materials
Spell check or "did you mean"
suggestions
Stems/Truncation/Wildcards

Add-On Product

Available via Custom
Development (by WVLS)

Available via Custom
Development (by vendor)

In development

No – Not Part of the
Current Base Software

Feature

Yes – Part of the Current
Base Software

Appendix C - Summary of Features - Pika

Notes: (cost of add-on,
expected release date,
functionality details etc.)

x

filter

x

filter

x

filter
limiters are available
but more specific than
physical/digital.

x
x
x

filter, limiter

x
"best match" is the
default sort, which is
based on a

x
x
x

filter
No but does have
'more like this'

x
Pika uses filtering
options rather than a
separate search box

x
x
x

Ability to display series titles in
order
x
Ability to recommend relevant
online resources available
outside the catalog based on
search terms
Ability to create persistent links
to a saved search or search
x
results

Pika has series pages
that display series in
order or user can sort a
series search by newest

x

Possible with MARC
records that point to
links.
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Able to highlight new physical
materials independently of new
digital materials
Auto generated featured lists
available
Automatically highlight new
digital content
Persistent folders/lists
Persistent links to individual
titles available
Compatible with Baker and
Taylor's Content Café
Compatible with multiple ILS
vendors/platforms
Compatible with Novelist for
enriched content
Compatible with ProQuest
Syndetics Classic or Unbound
Featured lists carousels can
easily be integrated on library
webpages
Featured lists links can be
integrated into specific records
Individual library branding
Multiple levels of accounts for
administration/content
creation for staff
RSS feeds allow subscriptions to
lists
Simple list creation for staff.
Staff can create featured lists
Staff can create blog posts
Staff can moderate reviews
Staff can view full MARC record
in discovery layer
Staff reviews can be integrated
into records (or linked within
records)

Add-On Product

Available via Custom
Development (by WVLS)

Available via Custom
Development (by vendor)

In development

No – Not Part of the
Current Base Software

Feature

Yes – Part of the Current
Base Software

Appendix C - Summary of Features - Pika

Notes: (cost of add-on,
expected release date,
functionality details etc.)

x
x

Browse categories are
based on a saved

x
x
x
x
Pika has been
integrated for sierra,

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

There is an RSS feed
option with searches,

x
x
x
x
x

x
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Appendix D - Full Evaluation Matrix
Rating System:
5 = Good functionality and part of the base software
4 = Mediocre functionality or good functionality but is an add on product
3 = Minimal functionality
2 = Functionality exists, but is undesireable or is only available via custom development or
workaround by WVLS staff
1 = Actively in development or beta testing
0 = Feature is not available or not demonstrated
Category
Feature
Pika
Aspen
Compatible with multiple ILS
vendors/platforms
Individual library branding
Multiple levels of accounts for
administration/content creation for staff
Simple list creation for staff.
Administration Staff can create featured lists
and Staff Use Staff can create blog posts within the
discovery catalog
Staff can moderate reviews
Staff can view full MARC record in discovery
layer
Staff reviews can be integrated into records
(or linked within records)
Total = 45 points
Ability to recommend relevant online
resources available outside the catalog
based on search terms
Compatible with Baker and Taylor's Content
Café
Enriched Content
Compatible with Novelist for enriched
& E-Content
content
Integration
EDS integration
New York Times Bestseller API
OverDrive API
Recommendations for other items of
interest
Total = 35 points
Ability to display series titles in order
Ability to search by series (may depend on
MARC)
Able to select multiple facets for
searching/filtering

5
5

5
5

5
5
5

5
5
5

89%

0
5

4
4

5

5

5
40

5
43

2

5

5

5

5
3
5
5

86%

5
4
5
5

5
30
3

5
34
3

4

4

5

5

96%

97%
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limit featured titles and/or searches to
holdable items
Browse all recently added materials
(physical and digital) within a date range or
auto generated list
Browse by call number
Facets for searching/filtering/sorting:
Author
Facets for searching/Filtering/Sorting: Call
number
Facets for searching/Filtering/Sorting: Date
added (Month, Year etc.)
Facets for searching/Filtering/Sorting: Date
of publication (Month, Year etc.)
Facets for searching/filtering/Sorting:
Popularity
Facets for searching/Filtering/Sorting:
Rating
Facets for searching/filtering/sorting: Title
Facets for searching/filtering: Availability
for checkout (physical items)
Facets for searching/filtering: Accelerated
Reader (API)
Facets for searching/filtering: Available
now
Facets for searching/filtering: Content Type
Searching

Facets for searching/filtering:
Database/Content Provider
Facets for searching/filtering: Fiction or
Nonfiction
Facets for searching/filtering: Format
(Audiobook, DVD, Book, ebook, digital
audio, online article etc.)
Facets for searching/Filtering: Full Text
Articles (Only with EDS)
Facets for searching/filtering: Language
Facets for searching/filtering: Lexile (Must
be in MARC)
Facets for searching/filtering: Library (that
owns an item)
Facets for searching/filtering: limit results
to digital items
Facets for searching/filtering: Limit results
to physical material
Facets for searching/filtering: Subject
headings

5

5

5
0

5
0

5

5

1

1

4

4

5

5

5

5

5
4

4
4

4

4

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

83%

5

4

4

5

5

0
5

4
5

2

2

5

5

5

5

4

4

5

5

86%
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Phrase/Proximity Searching
Search box offers autocomplete suggestions
Search results default to sort by relevancy
ranking
Search/filter by audience
(Adult/Children/Teen)
Searching suggestions for related topics
Simple search box on every page that
defaults to keyword
Single search box for searching all digital
items and physical materials
Spell check or "did you mean" suggestions
Stems/Truncation/Wildcards
Total = 180
Ability to create persistent links to a saved
search or search results
Able to highlight new physical materials
independently of new digital materials
Auto generated browse lists can be created
based on search parameters
Automatically highlight new digital content
Sharing

Compatible with Baker and Taylor's Content
Café
Featured lists carousels can easily be
integrated on library webpages
More like this lists with links can be
integrated into specific records
Persistent lists
Persistent links to individual titles available
RSS feeds allow subscriptions to saved
searches/browse categories
Total = 50
Users can email lists
Ability to renew items (all, or selected)
within the Discovery Product
ADA/WCAG21 compliant keyboard
navigation
ADA/WCAG21 Most text and images of text
has a contrast ratio of at least 7:1
ADA/WCAG21 Most text can be resized
without assistive technology up to 200
percent without loss of content or
functionality.

5

5

5

5

5

5

5
0

5
2

5

5

5
5
5
149

5
5
5
155

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

100%

5 100%

5

5

5
5

5
5

5

5

5
50
5

5
50
5

5

5

0

0

5

5

5

5
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Clear indication of which resources are
physical or digital
Easy to identify a wide variety of different
formats (book, large print book, CD
audiobook, digital audiobook etc.)
Easy visible link to classic catalog
Formatted citation display and/or export
Integrated help features with video tutorials
Integration with social networking sites
Ability to limit featured titles and/or
User Experience
searches to locally holdable items
Mobile app available
Multiple formats of a title grouped
together in search results. (FrBR-ization of
records)
Pay account fines within the Discovery
Product
Place holds within the Discovery Product
Responsive, mobile friendly interface
Social share buttons
User accounts allow storing of searches and
lists
User List sharing is opt in (defaults to
private)
User Reading history is available
User Reading history is opt in (defaults to
do not save)
Users can create lists
Users can give star ratings
Users can link accounts (independent from
staff interface)
Users can share reviews
Total = 130
Patron specified
features
Total Overall

Total = 105
440

5

5

5
5
5

5
5
5

2
0

4
0

4
0

83%

3
1

5

5

2
5
5
5

5
5
5
5

5

5

5
5

5
5

5
5
5

5
5
5

5
5
108

5
5
113

92

88%
88%

94

87%

90%
93%
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Appendix E - General Questions for Discovery Layer Vendors - Aspen

1. What can you share with our members about how your product and service would be most
beneficial to our consortium?
a. You can view all documentation, training tutorials and videos at
aspen.bywatersolutions.com
2. What product improvements are in development right now?
Part of the Aspen Road Map.
3. What product improvements are on the long range plan?
Part of the Aspen Road Map.
4. How many stand alone libraries and consortiums do you serve? How many individual libraries
total?
This is a link to our current Aspen Partners:
https://bywatersolutions.com/about-us/library-partners/#aspen
5. How many FTE staff do you have dedicated to Discovery Layer support?
a. Mark
b. Addie
c. Morgan
d. Kirstein
6. How many FTE staff do you have dedicated to Discovery Layer development?
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a. Mark
b. Kirstein
7. How do members request discovery layer support?
a. Through Aspen Administration or submitting a ticket through our request tracker online,
RT with ByWater Solutions
8. What kind of user groups or forums exist for information sharing and troubleshooting?
a. SLACK
b. EMAIL list serv
c. Aspen Gathering
9. What months are available for implementation in 2021 and 2022?
As of 5/24 we are booked until October for Aspen migrations.
10. What is the best price you can offer us for implementation + annual renewal?
The cost in the proposal is the best price.
11. What is the best price you can offer us for implementation + three year contract?
3% every term renewal.
12. What adjustment can be written into a contract to allow for a reduction if Marathon County
Public Library pulls out of our consortium at the end of a calendar year during the contract term?
We can put in the contract for the cost adjustment if Marathon County Public Library leaves the
system.
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1. What can you share with our members about how your product and service would be most
beneficial to our consortium?
Pika is particularly well suited to support consortiums for discovery. Pika displays consortium
holdings along with the local library’s holdings in a seamless interface, so patrons can find
materials at their local library or place holds on other consortium members’ holdings easily.
Record grouping takes the confusion out of finding different formats of the same title and
makes duplicate records somewhat invisible to the user -- a huge benefit for consortiums with
large catalogs. Because Pika is so customizable, each member library can have their own
interface that matches their library branding and aesthetic while still supporting discovery of
consortium resources along with local library holdings, which are scoped to best meet the
local library’s patrons. Pika has configuration options that allow librarians to scope which
materials from other member libraries display in their library’s interface to their library’s
patrons, so patrons only see consortium materials that are available to them -- taking the
guesswork out of what’s available to them or not.
Pika has robust APIs with popular eContent providers, specifically Overdrive and Hoopla,
which makes it easy for library users to discover, checkout, place holds, and manage eContent
directly from their library’s catalog. Pika also has availability to ‘sideload’ other eContent
collections, which allows libraries to remove eContent MARC records from the ILS while
allowing easy access for their patrons to eContent directly from the catalog. These processes
are particularly handy for consortiums, since libraries can include or exclude content that is
unique to their library outside the bounds of a consortium membership.
2. What product improvements are in development right now?
We have quarterly product releases which feature a number of enhancements as provided
and prioritized by our member libraries. Our next upcoming release, which will be deployed
on June 1st includes feature improvements to our already robust Sierra API integration, search
functionality, user lists, and admin configuration -- all while implementing Pika for Northern
Waters Library System as a discovery partner and Aims Community College as a full Marmot
member. Our March 2021 release included enhancements and improvements to the display of
eContent formats, handling for Overdrive Magazines (via a robust API integration), and user
lists, among other work. More recently, we also completed a wide-scale overhaul of our
grouping functionality, which was a major milestone in moving Pika to a ‘stable build.’
3. What product improvements are on the long range plan?
We’re striving to move Pika into a ‘stable build’ state in the long term, which will require
several long standing improvements (some of which have already been completed, like the
grouping logic overhaul) that have been mapped out on our roadmap. The next big round of
improvements for Q3/Q4 2021 and into 2022 will be focused on searching, series
enhancements, and Overdrive enhancements. This also coincides with a long term Marmot
project/goal of containerizing our server environment to better support Pika and other
exploratory projects such as VuFind and FOLIO.
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4. How many standalone libraries and consortiums do you serve? How many individual libraries
total?
Marmot currently supports 30 Marmot member libraries and a total of 8 discovery partners, 4
of which are library consortiums. The 4 discovery partner consortiums represent a total of 65
library systems, many of which have several branches under a parent system. Of the 4
discovery partner libraries that are not consortium, one is a standalone library, and the other
3 have several branches.
5. How many FTE staff do you have dedicated to Discovery Layer support?
Currently, one FTE employee is dedicated to direct support for Pika (Discovery Support
Coordinator), though support needs are also handled as needed by two other FTE that have
time allocated for Pika support on the User Services team and, occasionally by development
staff.
6. How many FTE staff do you have dedicated to Discovery Layer development?
Marmot employs 3 full time developers whose time is allocated among several projects,
though Pika development currently takes precedence over other exploratory projects. Of the
three developers, one (our senior developer) is dedicated to Pika development specifically
while the other two developers dedicate between 50-75% of their time to Pika development
and support.
7. How do members request discovery layer support?
Members have several options available -- we use a system called YouTrack, where members
can submit tickets for bugs, development requests, and questions. If members are not
comfortable submitting tickets within YouTrack, they can also submit questions, bugs, and
development requests via email, where our Discovery Support Coordinator triages emails and
submits issues to the development team, as appropriate. Marmot also has long term goals to
move support communication into Jira, which should act similarly to the current YouTrack
system for external facing support requests.
8. What kind of user groups or forums exist for information sharing and troubleshooting?
To join Marmot as a Discovery Partner is to join a community of libraries using Pika. Most
communication among member libraries happens during our quarterly Discovery Committee
meetings, but libraries always have the availability to email our Discovery Committee mailing
group to ask questions of the larger group and share information. Similarly, Marmot staff,
specifically our Discovery Support Coordinator, offer on-demand training as needed. Marmot
maintains an extensive amount of documentation related to Pika, which is always available to
members to troubleshoot issues locally before reaching out to Marmot staff for help.
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9. What months are available for implementation in 2021 and 2022?
We could tentatively support an implementation starting Q3 or Q4 of 2021 or 2022 is currently
open at this point. Implementations don’t always have to coincide with quarterly releases,
though it is helpful. Implementations are typically scheduled for a 3 month period, depending
on the complexity of the implementation. Pika is particularly well suited to work with III’s
Sierra and we have the most experience implementing Pika for Sierra, which tends to make
Pika implementations for Sierra libraries more streamlined.
10. What is the best price you can offer us for implementation + annual renewal?
11. What is the best price you can offer us for implementation + three year contract?
12. What adjustment can be written into a contract to allow for a reduction if Marathon County
Public Library pulls out of our consortium at the end of a calendar year during the contract
term?
13. ‘Similar titles from Novelist' reading suggestions -we noticed that they appear without cover
images and don't link into the Novelist database. Is this standard, or is it possible to have cover
images visible and allow linking out to Novelist as well? Is it possible to have one or more tabs to
default as open?
Displaying cover images from Novelist in the full record view could potentially be a feature
request, though something like that would have to go through our typical enhancement
voting and prioritization process -- we do not do custom development work outside of the
bounds of the Pika community’s decisions.
Novelist linking in Pika is designed to keep the user in the Pika interface instead of sending
them out to an external database. Pika fetches information from Novelist for readalike tiles,
authors, and series and then presents those results as they’re relevant in the existing catalog saving users a step from finding something they might like to read based on Novelist’s expert
recommendations to finding (or maybe NOT finding) those titles in the catalog.
Full record view sections are somewhat customizable and there is functionality to reorder
those sections in the record view as well as having the sections expanded on default.
14. How much customization is possible for a library to customize their site using CSS to have a
distinctly different style than the other sites pages?
Pika supports as much CSS as any one library has the chops to create, though we tend to
recommend that our developers build out theming locally in our templates as part of the
implementation and support. In past experience, when our libraries have too much CSS
applied outside of the bounds of the existing template there are display issues. That said, Pika
offers the ability for libraries to apply custom CSS built directly into the configuration pages,
so it’s straightforward and easily accessible.
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